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A B S T R A C T 

X-ray polarimetric missions planned for this decade will significantly enhance our knowledge of compact accreting sources. 
Observations of the X-ray polarization signal from active galactic nuclei (AGNs) or X-ray binary systems (XRBs) will bring 

new means to study inner accretion flow in these objects that, together with currently used spectroscopic and timing techniques, 
will help us to determine better their properties, such as their inclination, orientation, shape, and size of their corona as well as 
the black hole spin. In this work, we present a yet missing piece in the global polarization models of black hole accretion discs. 
We compute the reflected X-ray emission from the disc in a local co-moving frame using (1) the radiative transfer code TITAN 
to obtain the ionization structure of the disc and (2) the Monte Carlo code STOKES that incorporates the physics of absorption, 
re-emission, and Compton scattering to produce a complete spectropolarimetric output. We present the final Stokes parameters 
I , Q , and U for a set of photon-indices of the incident primary power-law radiation, the disc ionization parameters, incident and 

emission angles, for three independent polarization states of the incident coronal X-ray photons with a sufficient resolution in 

energy to allow for sharp discussion of spectral and polarization properties. We show that the spectral component matches well 
literature predictions. The polarization degree and angle are in agreement with analytical approximations previously appearing 

in reflection models and we demonstrate that the polarized reflected X-ray emission can be, locally, quite large in the 2 –12 keV 

band. 

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – black hole physics – polarization – radiative transfer – relativistic processes – scattering. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

pectroscopic X-ray observations from the past decades has led to 
 better understanding of compact accreting sources, such as black 
oles (BHs) or neutron stars (NSs). These objects gradually attract 
atter from their surroundings which results in the formation of an 

ccretion disc that produces tremendous amounts of light, in partic- 
lar in the X-ray band (see e.g. Seward & Charles 2010 ). Although
hese high-energy processes are considered quite omnipresent both 
n our Galaxy (in X-ray binary systems – XRBs) and in the rest of
he Universe (in extragalactic sources such as active galactic nuclei 

AGNs), a full understanding of their observed X-ray spectra is 
ntil today a difficult task. Considering mainly inner workings in 
adio quiet systems, i.e. excluding the presence of jets and the outer
omponents of accreting systems, the central engine itself still poses 
mportant challenges to radiative transfer modelling in the vicinity 
f strongly gravitating stellar-mass objects and supermassive BHs 
Antonucci 1993 ; Done, Gierli ́nski & Kubota 2007 ; Tr ̈umper &
asinger 2008 ; Seward & Charles 2010 ; Abramowicz & Fragile 
013 ; Netzer 2015 ). 
 E-mail: jakub.podgorny@astro.unistra.fr 
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2021 The Author(s) 
ublished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
Re-opening of the X-ray polarimetric sky with the new genera- 
ion, broad-band X-ray polarimeter on board of the IXPE mission 
Weisskopf et al. 2013 , 2016 ), due to be launched by the end of
021, or the eXTP mission (Zhang et al. 2016 , 2019 ), due to be
aunched in the second half of 2020s, will help us to solve some of
he current problems. The forthcoming polarimetric measurements 
f X-ray sources urge for (re)investigation of polarization models, 
n addition to plain spectral modelling. For example, the energy 
ependence of X-ray polarization can provide an estimate of the 
H spin (Connors & Stark 1977 ; Stark & Connors 1977 ; Connors,
iran & Stark 1980 ; Dov ̌ciak et al. 2008 ; Li, Narayan & McClintock
009 ; Schnittman & Krolik 2009 ; Taverna et al. 2020a , b ), in addition
o the well-known spectroscopic techniques (using either the iron 
 α line profile or the thermal disc continuum emission) or timing

kHz QPOs) techniques (see Reynolds 2019 , and references therein). 
he sensitivity of polarization to the geometry of sources allows to

nvestigate also other global parameters of the system, such as the
ystem o v erall inclination and orientation on the sk y of the observ er
Dov ̌ciak, Karas & Matt 2004b ; Dov ̌ciak et al. 2008 ; Li et al. 2009 ;
ov ̌ciak et al. 2011 ; Marin 2014 , 2016 ). Thus, together with the

ecent rise of observational X-ray polarimetry, detailed computations 
f X-ray emission from compact accreting sources could provide a 
ig step towards correct data interpretation in this energy band and
owards a better understanding of the high-energy Universe. 

http://orcid.org/0000-0001-5418-291X
http://orcid.org/0000-0003-4952-0835
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In this article, we re-examine the spectral and polarization prop-
rties of the reflected X-ray emission from AGN discs. To do so, we
onstruct a numerical model that follows the general consensus of X-
ay emission: a power-law X-ray continuum component representing
mission from a hot patch of gas – the corona – situated abo v e the
ccretion disc (Haardt 1993 ; Haardt & Maraschi 1993 ; Do v e et al.
997 ; Krolik 1999 ; Seward & Charles 2010 ). Such ∼E 

−� , power-
aw emission, where E is photon energy and � is photon index,
s due to the reprocessing of thermal radiation by Compton up-
cattering processes. This primary radiation is then partially reflected
y matter in the accretion disc mostly via Compton down-scattering
nd thus forms a secondary X-ray component that may reach the
bserver with distinct spectral and polarization signatures. In the
ase of AGNs, where the disc temperatures are not expected to
roduce significant amount of thermal radiation in the X-ray band,
specially in the energy band abo v e 1 keV (No viko v & Thorne 1973 ;
hakura & Sunyaev 1973 ; Reynolds & Nowak 2003 ; Abramowicz &
ragile 2013 ; Comp ̀ere & Oliv eri 2017 ; K ubota & Done 2018 ), the
eflection tables, computed in a local fluid frame, should already
ealistically complement the models of primary radiation. The
rimary and reflected emission altogether with general-relativistic
ffects already comprise realistic total X-ray models of AGNs
bserved from infinity with the absence of jets and the absence
f further radiation reprocessing via outer components, such as
he broad-line regions (BLRs), narrow-line regions (NLRs), or a
usty torus (see e.g. Matt, Fabian & Ross 1993 ; Fabian et al.
000 ; Seward & Charles 2010 ; Netzer 2015 ; Kubota & Done
018 ). Although in the case of XRBs, it is necessary to account
or an extra thermal component of the X-ray radiation originating
rom the disc (R ́o ̇za ́nska et al. 2011 ), the local reflection models
resented here may also serve as a basic constituent for production
f the total X-ray emission models of accreting stellar-mass compact
bjects. 
Numerical attempts to compute the reflected X-ray spectrum under

 power-law illumination of a disc were done most notably in the past
ith the codes PEXRAV and PEXRIV (Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995 ),

nd REFLIONX model (Ross & Fabian 1993 ; Ross, Fabian & Young
999 ; Ross & Fabian 2005 ), and more recently with the XILLVER

odel (Garc ́ıa & Kallman 2010 ; Garc ́ıa, Kallman & Mushotzky
011 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ), including a detail computation of ionization
tructure of the disc by the code XSTAR (Kallman & Bautista 2001 ).
ll the abo v e computations assumed the reflection from a constant
ensity slab, while stratified atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium
as also calculated with TITAN and NOAR code (R ́o ̇za ́nska et al. 2002 ;
umont et al. 2003 ), and with ATM24 code (R ́o ̇za ́nska & Madej 2008 ;
 ́o ̇za ́nska et al. 2011 ; Vincent et al. 2016 ). The most precise X-ray
olarization reflection models until today consist of only analytical
pproximations of scattering processes and are scarce. Attempts that
ere able to provide estimates on the polarization degree and angle
f the reflected radiation from ionized accretion disc were presented
n Dov ̌ciak et al. ( 2004b ), Schnittman & Krolik ( 2009 ), Dov ̌ciak et al.
 2011 ), assuming the Chandrasekhar’s formulae (Chandrasekhar
960 ) for scattering. In this article, we present the first attempt to
umerically simulate both the spectral and polarization outcome of
ocal X-ray reflection with respect to various incident and emergent
ngles, ionization parameters, photon-indices and polarization states
f the primary radiation. In order to achieve this, we used the
onte Carlo radiative transfer code STOKES (Goosmann & Gaskell

007 ; Marin et al. 2012 ; Marin, Goosmann & Gaskell 2015 ; Marin
018 ) and pre-computed the ionization structure of the disc with the
hotoionization code TITAN (Dumont et al. 2003 ), suitable for hot
ptically thick media. 
NRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
The plain spectral output of our Monte Carlo approach serves as
 completely no v el reflection spectral model that may be discussed
ith respect to the previous attempts by codes that aim for the same
ith different methods, typically solving the equations of radiative

ransfer. The polarization degree and angle computed upon the
pectral results with STOKES then uniquely complement and impro v e
he existing models with Chandrasekhar’s formulae, which may also
onfirm correctness of the new simulation, if we demonstrate similar
ehaviour with respect to the main model parameters. Although the
esults presented in this paper do not represent full high-resolution
ables, with the grid that was performed it is already possible
o discuss important spectropolarimetric properties of the locally
eflected radiation and to draw reasonable conclusions on the TITAN

nd STOKES codes’ performance with respect to the other approaches
entioned. 
Such analysis may then serve as a basis to the total spectropolari-
etric X-ray models of AGNs that the authors plan to achieve in the

ear future using these local reflection computations. Contrarily to
he mildly ( � 10 per cent ) polarized primary radiation (Beheshtipour,
rawczynski & Malzac 2017 ; Beheshtipour 2018 ; Tamborra et al.
018 ), the total polarization signal is expected to be significantly
nhanced due to additional polarization signatures emerging from
ompton scattering inside the illuminated disc (Schnittman & Krolik
009 ; Dov ̌ciak et al. 2011 ). The total simulated spectra, possibly
ncluding also the returning radiation (Schnittman & Krolik 2010 ;
averna et al. 2020a ), will then provide direct answer to the total
olarization enhancement by reflection, which is physically well-
easoned to emerge, especially at hard X-rays. If the polarization
nduced by reflection pro v es to be important, the presented tables
ill also serve as an estimate tool for observational times needed by

he upcoming X-ray polarimetric missions for the faint AGN sources
n the context of highly photon-demanding polarimetry (Fabiani &

uleri 2014 ). 
Recently, a similar attempt to compute polarization of thermal disc

mission in stellar-mass systems including absorption effects was
erformed in Taverna et al. ( 2020b ) with the codes CLOUDY (Ferland
t al. 2013 , 2017 ) and STOKES . Therefore, this work on reflection
ables could also complement the ongoing research for XRBs, which
re also on the target lists of IXPE or eXTP missions and where the
olarization induced by reflection may also play an important role.
n the near future, the presented local computations could serve as
 foundation stone for physically consistent X-ray polarimetric data
tting of AGN or XRB sources. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides an

 v erview of the physical model assumed, the numerical techniques
erformed, and the parametric grid that was used. In Section 3, we
resent the spectral and polarimetric properties of the new model.
trengths and weaknesses of the no v el model and comparisons with
imilar approaches are further discussed in Section 4. In Section 5,
e conclude our analysis and lay the ground for more e xtensiv e,

uture research. 

 T H E  M O D E L  A N D  N U M E R I C A L  

MPLEMENTATI ON  

.1 Physical model of the BH and its accreting structure 

he inner disc of a compact accreting source can be locally assumed
s a plane-parallel slab with an electron scattering-dominated at-
osphere (No viko v & Thorne 1973 ; Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 ).

n the local co-moving frame of the disc, we approximate the
therwise geometrically thin disc as a semi-infinite optically thick
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lab with a constant density n H = 10 15 cm 

−3 . We stress that for
cquiring accurate reflection spectra (for e.g. spectral line fitting), 
t is necessary to treat the stratified disc surface in full hydrostatic
quilibrium, which causes thermal ionization instability and narrow 

wo-phase zones in the medium between the disc and the corona 
see e.g. Begelman, McKee & Shields 1983 ; R ́o ̇za ́nska & Czerny
996 ), even though the detailed geometry and boundary conditions 
f the illuminated disc atmosphere are unknown (Ballantyne, Ross & 

abian 2001 ; Ross & Fabian 2005 , 2007 ). It has been shown in the
iterature that constant-density models vary from those of hydrostatic 
quilibrium in emission line shapes, including the iron line complex 
round 6 −7 keV, as well as in the continuum (Nayakshin, Kazanas &
allman 2000 ; Ballantyne et al. 2001 ; Nayakshin & Kallman 2001 ;
 ́equignot et al. 2001 ; Dumont et al. 2002 ; R ́o ̇za ́nska et al. 2002 ;
oss & Fabian 2007 ; R ́o ̇za ́nska & Madej 2008 ; R ́o ̇za ́nska et al.
011 ; Vincent et al. 2016 ). The direct comparisons are not easy,
ince the ionization parameter has no meaning in the case of the
ydrostatic equilibrium and it is also hard to define an average 
ensity (R ́o ̇za ́nska et al. 2002 ). Despite the ongoing discussion, our
im in this paper is to compute the polarization properties of the
eflection in the same scenario that is usually used for interpreting 
he spectra of AGN and XRBs. In the observed X-ray spectra of
hese objects, the reflection component is usually fitted with the 
odels assuming a constant density slab. The difference between the 

eflection spectra for the constant density and hydrostatic equilibrium 

labs would then be manifested in our polarization computations 
ainly through the polarization degree energy dependence, where 

he amount and shape of depolarization due to spectral lines would 
hange. 

We represent the proximity and luminosity of the primary power- 
aw source by an ionization parameter in [erg cm s −1 ] (see e.g. Tarter,
ucker & Salpeter 1969 ) 

= 

4 π
∫ 

F E ( r)d E 

n H 
, (1) 

here F E ( r ) ∼ E 

−� + 1 is the radiation energy flux locally received
n the surface of the disc, and the bounds of the integral follow
he chosen high and low energetic cut-offs (see Section 2.2 for our
election). Cut-off on the hard-energy tail is moti v ated by inability
f coronal electrons to gain speeds that would result in such hard
mission in the estimated coronal conditions of T ≈ 10 9 K. Low- 
nergy cut-off is given by the energy of the seed thermal photons
lluminating the corona, i.e. there are only few scattered photons 
ith lower energy. For the case of our computations with STOKES ,
e will denote the ionization parameter as ξS . The range of the

S and � parameters studied was moti v ated by observ ational and
hysical prospects as well as by easily achie v able comparison with
reviously published models. We adopted the typical iron solar 
bundance from Asplund, Grevesse & Sauval ( 2005 ) with A Fe =
.0 (notation relative to the solar value), neglecting the presence of
ust. 
Our objective is first to pre-compute the vertically stratified 

onization structure of the disc using isotropic illumination and 
hen to continue with the 3D Monte Carlo polarization multiple- 
cattering simulation, incorporating appropriate line and continuum 

rocesses that take place in the disc. As we primarily focus on discs
round supermassive BHs, we neglect in our X-ray band study the 
llumination from the thermal disc below the atmosphere. We neglect 
ny possible primary radiation impact from the opposite side of the 
isc or self-irradiation by the disc in strong-gravity regime, and retain 
nly the reflection effect of the power-law X-rays from the corona 
n top, which is expected to be Comptonized thermal radiation 
Haardt 1993 ; Haardt & Maraschi 1993 ; Schnittman & Krolik
010 ). 
In order to efficiently use the local reflection tables in total

mission computations in future works and to be able to discuss
he effect of primary polarization degree and angle on the reflected
mission, we assumed three distinct polarization states of the primary 
adiation for our runs: (a) unpolarized light with the normalized 
tokes parameters 1 Q P = 0 and U P = 0, (b) horizontally polarized

ight with Q P = −1 and U P = 0, (c) diagonally polarized light with
 P = 0 and U P = 1. The illumination and reflection from the slab
as then studied for all possible incident μi angles and emergent 
e , � e angles. We denote μi as the cosine of an angle measured

rom the disc’s normal, and μe as the cosine of an angle measured
rom the disc’s normal. We denote � e as the relative azimuthal angle
easured counterclockwise at the disc plane between the emission 

nd the incident ray directions projected to the disc’s surface [see
.g. fig. 1 in Dov ̌ciak et al. ( 2011 ) for a sketch of the different local
eflection angles]. 

.2 Numerical models 

.2.1 TITAN 

ITAN (Dumont et al. 2003 ) is a code designed for computing
he radiative transfer together with the ionization structure of the 
ptically thick media. In our application, we used the latest version of
he code updated for many new atomic transitions (see Adhikari et al.
015 ; Goosmann et al. 2016 ). We use it to pre-compute the ionization
tructure, i.e. the fractional abundance of each element in different 
tates of ionization inside a plane–parallel slab of gas in thermal
nd ionization equilibrium, isotropically illuminated by a given 
ower-law primary spectrum from one side. The photoionization 
adiative transfer is done using the accelerated lambda iteration 
ALI) method, while the ionization balance is computed in the full
on-LTE approach, with iterations until the column depth N H = 

0 25 cm 

−2 that corresponds to the Thomson optical depth τ ∼ 7. 
ITAN solves the energy balance, the ionization, and the statistical 
quilibria, the transfer equations in a plane–parallel geometry, for 
he lines and continuum up to 26 keV, which is enough for the
equired output on line properties. For the purpose of this paper, we
ssume constant gas density o v er the slab with n H = 10 15 cm 

−3 .
he primary photon-flux in TITAN has two exponential cut-offs and 

ollows 

( E) = N 0 E 

−� e 
− E 

E T , c e −
E T , 0 

E (2) 

ith much larger energy range between E T, 0 = 0.03 keV and
 T, c = 300 keV. The output of TITAN is then processed by a specific
 ++ script that produces a suitable input file for STOKES , containing
ll the ionization structure information. 

.2.2 STOKES 

TOKES (Goosmann & Gaskell 2007 ; Marin et al. 2012 ; Marin et al.
015 ; Marin 2018 ) is a Monte Carlo radiative transfer code that was
riginally developed to solve near-IR to UV radiative transfer in 
MNRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
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Table 1. Description of the attached FITS tables representing the reduced 
local reflection tables computed by STOKES . 

Number of tables 9 (horizontal, diagonal, and no incident polarization 
versus I , Q , U output normalized according to (4)) 

Spectral units [counts cm 

−2 s −1 ] 
Energy range 0.1 keV to 100 keV 

Energy binning 300 bins, � log E = 0.01 
� { 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0 } 
ξS index { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 } 
μi { 0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0 } 
μe { 0.025,0.075,0.175,0.275,0.375,0.475,0.575, 

0.675, 0.775, 0.875, 0.975 } 
� e { 7.5 ◦, 22.5 ◦, 37.5 ◦, 52.5 ◦, 67.5 ◦, 82.5 ◦, 97.5 ◦, 

112.5 ◦, 127.5 ◦, 142.5 ◦, 157.5 ◦, 172.5 ◦, 187.5 ◦, 
202.5 ◦, 217.5 ◦, 232.5 ◦, 247.5 ◦, 262.5 ◦, 277.5 ◦, 
292.5 ◦, 307.5 ◦, 322.5 ◦, 337.5 ◦, 352.5 ◦} 

Extensions Primary Header – description of the tables 
‘PARAMETERS’ – parameter values 
‘ENERGIES’ – low and high energetic bin edges 
‘SPECTRA’ – values of the Stokes parameters and 

corresponding model parametric values 
‘XI(GAMMA)’ – conversion table to real ξS values 

depending on � and ξS index 
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2 We are currently computing with the same method the full OGIP standard 
FITS file tables for XSPEC with the ionization parameter grid that does not 
depend on �. These tables will be published in the near future. 
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D geometric shapes where scattering is the main source of opacity
as in, e.g. AGNs). In our case, we used the upgraded version 2.32
f STOKES , optimized for modelling of X-ray radiation, enabling
eproduction of all 4 Stokes parameters I , Q , U , V (in all the processes
hat we examine V = 0) for arbitrary incident polarization and ( μe ,
 e ) bins at the surface ( z = 0) of the pre-computed plane–parallel

lab with 50 vertical layers. The emission region, from which the
hotons are injected inside the slab, is located at z = 0 and we
rescribe also an incident angle μi grid as one of the STOKES input
arameters. No bulk motion is considered for the emission region.
e use a primary photon-flux with the three distinct polarization

tates according to 

( E) = N 0 E 

−� , (3) 

here the cut-offs are sharp at E min = 10 −1.1 keV and E max =
0 2.4 keV. In order to guarantee similar amount of numeric noise
cross the energy range, we imposed that the photons are sampled
qually in a logarithmically spaced grid in energy between E min 

nd E max (350 bins with � log E = 0.01) with weight assignment
o each photon according to the power-law distribution, for which
he results are compensated at the output. The energy resolution was

oti v ated by reasonable computational times on one hand and on the
ther by ability to provide reasonable spectropolarimetric analysis
ith respect to other known models and with respect to the past

nd forthcoming X-ray missions’ resolution (IXPE, eXTP, XMM–
ewton, ATHENA). The number of primary photons N tot per one

imulation run varied with ξS , �, and μi , but w as al w ays ≥3.5 × 10 8 

ith the aim to reduce numerical noise as much as possible within
easonable computational times. 

During the simulation, photons are followed along their trajectory
nd experience multiple interactions resulting in the line and con-
inuum spectral and polarization features, such as Compton down-
cattering, free–free interactions, photoelectric absorptions, etc. The
TOKES 2.32 version used for our case did not account for (inverse)
ompton up-scattering, nor synchrotron emission, which forms an
cceptable compromise between complexity of the calculations and
he energy range studied. A set of virtual detectors at the ( μe , � e )
ins subsequently registers all the photons that were not absorbed
ithin the multiple-scattering region. At each detector, the Stokes
arameters of the collected photons are summed after having rotated
he Stokes parameter reference frames around the detector line of
ight, to match with the detector frame. An auxiliary routine ANALYZE

reated by the authors of STOKES is used to process the results into
onveniently readable text files. In the end, we receive the Stokes
arameters with respect to a parametric grid of E , ξS , �, μi , μe , � e 

or the unpolarized, horizontally, and diagonally polarized states of
he primary radiation. 

.2.3 Resulting FITS tables 

n order to provide the computations compactly and in a well
rranged way to the user, we decided to create and attach FITS
les (Hanisch et al. 2001 ) containing our results in reduced energy
ange and for 11 out of 20 originally computed μe values between

e, min = 0.025 and μe, max = 0.975 with �μe = 0.05. We preserve
ll the computed μi with �μi = 0.1 and � e with �� e = 15 ◦.
he output Stokes parameters I , Q , and U , here below commonly
enoted as S , were stored to the FITS files with the following
ormalization 

( E; μe , μi , � e ) = 

AξS n H 

4 πe × 10 10 

S( E; μe , μi , � e ) 

N tot �μe �� e 
, (4) 
NRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
here e is the elementary charge in coulombs necessary for a unit
onversion and 

 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

( E 

1 −� 
max − E 

1 −� 
min )(2 − �) 

(1 − �)( E 

2 −� 
max − E 

2 −� 
min ) 

, � / ∈ { 1 , 2 } , 

ln 

(
E max 

E min 

)
2 − � 

E 

2 −� 
max − E 

2 −� 
min 

, � = 1 , 

E 

1 −� 
max − E 

1 −� 
min 

1 − � 

ln −1 

(
E max 

E min 

)
, � = 2 . 

(5) 

n this way, the photon-flux is stored in the units of [counts cm 

−2 s −1 ].
his normalization accounts for the differences in the cut-offs used

n TITAN and STOKES codes for the primary radiation and takes
nto consideration the units in standard output of the codes. In
otal, nine FITS files were created for the combinations of three
ncident polarization states with the three linear ( I , Q , and U ) Stokes
arameters. F or storage conv enience, we reduce the energy range to
00 bins between 0.1 and 100 keV. The adopted ξS grid varies with
, but in general ξS spans values between 1.1 and 39 225.5. For this

eason, we store index values { 1, 2, ..., 11 } instead of real ξS and
ttach a separate extension at the end of the FITS file, which holds
he real ξS values assigned to indices for each �. Apart from this last
xtension, the attached FITS files conform to the OGIP standard for
SPEC (Arnaud 1995 ; Arnaud 1996 ) in this way. 2 Table 1 brings a
omplete o v erview of the attached FITS files and adopted parametric
esh. 

 RESULTS  

n all the spectral figures presented below, we display results per
eV and use the normalization (4) or the following normalization in
ase of integrated STOKES spectra in angular space ( N μe = 20 in our
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Figure 1. STOKES spectral results integrated in μi , μe , and � e for the 
unpolarized primary radiation, � = 2.2. The colour code corresponds to 
various ξS . 
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Figure 2. Directional spectrum obtained by STOKES for μi = 0.5, μe = 0.475, 
� e = 292.5, ξS = 143.4 and � = 2.0. Three different primary polarizations 
are shown. Unpolarized light with Q P = 0 and U P = 0 (black), horizontally 
polarized light with Q P = −1 and U P = 0 (red), and diagonally polarized light 
with Q P = 0 and U P = 1 (blue). This example represents typical differences 
in spectra for distinct primary polarization in the local reflection tables. 
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ase) 

( E ) = 

AξS n H 

N μe 4 π2 e × 10 10 

∑ 

μe ,μi ,� e 

μi �μi 
S( E ; μe , μi , � e ) 

N tot �μe 
, (6) 

f not mentioned otherwise. The linear polarization fraction p and the 
olarization angle 	 are obtained from the STOKES output through 
he usual expressions 

p = 

√ 

Q 

2 + U 

2 

I 

 = 

1 

2 
arctan 2 

(
U 

Q 

)
, (7) 

here arctan 2 denotes the quadrant-preserving inverse of a tangent 
unction and 	 = 0 corresponds to a polarization vector oriented 
long the projected disc’s normal to the polarization plane. 	 

ncreases in the counterclockwise direction from the observer’s point 
f view. Displays of polarization degree with energy have been 
v eraged o v er the neighbouring 10 bins in energy [first Q and U in
he output were averaged and then transformed via (7)] for the sake
f numerical noise reduction but not to the detriment of physical 
nformation loss. But even this reduced resolution is far better than 
ny X-ray polarimetric instrument planned for the IXPE (Weisskopf 
t al. 2013 , 2016 ) or eXTP (Zhang et al. 2016 , 2019 ) missions. 

.1 Spectral properties 

e first show the X-ray spectral output N ( E ) obtained by STOKES

or initially unpolarized radiation (to be compared with XILLVER 

esults in Section 4). Fig. 1 shows spectral results integrated in 
ngular space according to (6), for various ξS and one �. All the
pectra possess characteristic features (see e.g. Fabian et al. 2000 ; 
emillard & McClintock 2006 ; Seward & Charles 2010 ) such as the
ompton hump at around 20 keV, a sharp decline at E > 10 2 keV, an
xcess at soft energies, a forest of lines around 1 keV, and the most
rominent Fe K α line at 6.4 −7 keV, also confirmed by large number
f observations from X-ray accreting sources (Gottwald et al. 1995 ; 
inter et al. 2009 ; Ng et al. 2010 ). The expected result at energies

bo v e 10 k eV w as achieved in STOKES , i.e. that Compton scattering,
o v erned by the fairly constant Klein–Nishina cross-section with 
nergy, is the dominant source of opacity at hard X-rays to the
etriment of photoelectric absorption, which decays as ∼E 

−3 (Garc ́ıa 
t al. 2013 ). The behaviour of N ( E ) with ξS corresponds to the cases
n literature (see e.g. Fig. 2 in Fabian et al. ( 2000 )). Emission lines
re superimposed to the continuum but become completely yielded 
nce the ionization and reflection capabilities of the disc become 
igher and the re-processed radiation begins to resemble the shape 
f the original incident spectrum. Fabian et al. ( 2000 ) discusses
our distinct regimes of spectral variation with ξ based on atomic 
roperties and absorption edges involved, which is supported by 
TOKES computations and the resulting Fig. 1 . 

A new result brought by our work is the role of incident po-
arization on the reflected spectral outcome. Although some X-ray 
olarization of the primary radiation is expected to be due to Comp-
onization of thermal radiation inside the corona, general estimates 
or the polarization degree of the primary source are rather low
 � 10 per cent ) according to the recent analysis in Beheshtipour et al.
 2017 ), Tamborra et al. ( 2018 ), and Beheshtipour ( 2018 ). If some
olarization was present, then, for symmetric reasons, vertically or 
orizontally polarized light should be dominant in case of extended 
oronal models (Dabrowski & Lasenby 2001 ; Niedzwiecki & Zycki 
008 ; Schnittman & Krolik 2010 ) at low heights. In case of lamp-
ost models (Matt, Perola & Piro 1991 ; Martocchia & Matt 1996 ;
enri & Petrucci 1997 ; Martocchia, Karas & Matt 2000 ; Dov ̌ciak,
aras & Yaqoob 2004a ; Miniutti & Fabian 2004 ) general-relativistic

ffects will rotate the polarization position angle along null geodesics 
rom the corona towards the disc (Connors et al. 1980 ) and the
ituation becomes more general for incident disc irradiation, i.e. 
ny incident state of polarization is possible. Our computations, 
part from the unpolarized case, assumed two extreme cases of 
nitial p = 100 per cent polarization in order to estimate its possible
ffects in comparison with the completely unpolarized light and 
n order to test that the code adheres to the stated orientation
onventions. Having appended these two initially polarized cases 
o our tables, it also allows for interpolation of reflection results for
ny input polarization state from this basis of the three computed
ndependent polarization states, which will be necessary in future 
onstruction of global spectropolarimetric models. We aim to address 
ny impact of light bending and other relativistic effects for a distant
bserver in our future works that will introduce the STOKES local
ables inte grated o v er the accretion disc with some adopted global
eometry. 
MNRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Spectrum obtained by STOKES integrated in μi , μe , and � e for 
ξS = 143.4 and � = 2.0. Three different primary polarization states are 
shown. Unpolarized light with Q P = 0 and U P = 0 (black), horizontally 
polarized light with Q P = −1 and U P = 0 (red), and diagonally polarized 
light with Q P = 0 and U P = 1 (blue). 
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Figure 4. Total reflectivity obtained by STOKES as it varies with ξS for 
different �, integrated over the total energy range and over all μi . 
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Typical effect of variable initial polarization on the local spectrum
mitted in particular direction is shown on Fig. 2 , which is about
alf order of magnitude in EF = NE 

2 quantity (for � = 2 to
bstract from plain slope effects) in the Compton hump region.
e checked multiple selected incident and emission angles and

heir spectra under different initial polarization. Despite the role
f multiple scattering that depolarizes the incident radiation and
mears the differences at the spectral output, the damping of the
pectral output expected for single-scattered photons in certain an-
ular configurations was confirmed (initially 100 per cent polarized
ight should be strongly filtered, if oriented perpendicular to the
lane of scattering, upon Compton scattering close to the 
 =
0 ◦ scattering angle for single scatters). The amplitude of the
pectral output was studied relative to other angular configurations.
he maximum differences in the local reflected radiation for our

hree distinct initial polarization states achieve about an order of
agnitude in EF (for � = 2) in the Compton hump region, but may

lso completely vanish in the spectral output. Variation of initial
olarization (for any angular configuration) behaves at the spectral
utput in the same manner for different ξS and �, as there is no
rominent connection of ξS and � parameters with this effect induced
y the most common single-scattering angle in the re-processed
adiation. 

If we integrate over incident and emergent angles and display
he spectrum for the three cases of initial polarization studied, the
ifferences are inconspicuous, as displayed on Fig. 3 . Assuming an
nte gration o v er angles with uniform weights to all computed incident
nd emission angles according to (6), we receiv ed av erage relativ e
ariation between the cases studied in the EF = NE 

2 quantity of
.3 per cent at 0.3–1 keV, 2.5 per cent at 2–10 keV, and 2.0 per cent
t 11–15 keV. The insensitivity of the direction-averaged spectra
o the incident polarization are due to almost even spanning of all
ominant single-scattering angles 
 . In our future works, we plan
o address the non-uniform integration expected for realistic strong-
ravity environments. 
Even though Fig. 2 suggests that variable primary polarization may

lay a role for an amplitude of hard X-ray spectra in some strongly
irectional global GR configurations, one needs to realize that we
how initially 100 per cent polarized light versus an unpolarized
ase, while coronal studies suggest low estimates on the primary
NRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
olarization degree. Therefore, we still remain sceptical about any
eeing of such spectral effects (either on the continuum or the Fe K α

ine) in realistic global models. Ho we ver, if one brings attention to
he polarization output itself, i.e. the polarization degree and angle,
hich will be soon measured by the forthcoming X-ray polarimetric
issions, the primary polarization will play a more significant role

n the reflected light (see Section 3.2). 
Strength of the reflected radiation with respect to the model

arameter values can be obtained by displaying the total disc
eflectivity, i.e. the quantity N r / N tot , where N r denotes the number
f photons detected in the STOKES output for unpolarized primary
adiation with a given μi , ξS , and �, integrated in specific energy
ange and in all emission directions (i.e. in the entire μe and � e 

ngular space). This quantity will generally behave differently at soft
-rays, hard X-rays, and if integrated in the total energy range. None

he less, we found that reflecti vity slo wly declines with increasing
i in the soft, hard, and total energy range, regardless of ξS and � 

hoice. This tendency is natural, because more absorption is expected
or high μi as the incident photons will penetrate further below the
isc’s surface in a more vertical incident ray direction. Since this
endency is similar for all parametric combinations, it is possible
o further integrate disc reflectivity in μi , in order to obtain better
tatistics on its behaviour with respect to ξS and � at different energy
ands. 
In Fig. 4 , we show the reflectivity with respect to ξS for various
 cases, inte grated o v er the full energy range and o v er all μi . The

act that reflectivity rises with increasing ξS is related to Fig. 1 ,
hich already confirmed that the disc tends to act more like a
irror of the primary illumination for higher ionization. Furthermore,

arder X-ray illumination, i.e. lower � parameter, yields lower total
eflection, but for completely ionized discs there is no difference.
he quantitative estimates of the total disc reflectivity may be

mportant e.g. for thermal reverberation in the accretion disc, where
t is assumed that a fraction of the illuminating coronal X-rays are
bsorbed and thus the disc is heated (see e.g. Kammoun, Papadakis &
ov ̌ciak 2019 ; Dov ̌ciak, Papadakis, Kammoun & Zhang 2021 ). 

.2 Polarization properties 

he polarization properties of light will change when scattered of
ree electrons, or when line transitions are involved. Recombination
ines come out unpolarized, because they statistically even out,
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Figure 5. The polarization degree obtained by STOKES (solid lines) for the 
unpolarized primary radiation, μi = 0.5, μe = 0.475, � e = 292.5, � = 2.2, and 
varying ξS . Value for the single-scattering approximation by Chandrasekhar’s 
formulae for unpolarized primary radiation in this geometry is shown (dashed 
line, hardly visible on the top of the figure). 
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Figure 6. The polarization degree obtained by STOKES (solid lines) for 
μi = 0.5, μe = 0.475, � e = 292.5, ξS = 143.4, and � = 2.0. Three 
different primary polarizations are shown. Unpolarized light with Q P = 0 
and U P = 0 (black), horizontally polarized light with Q P = −1 and U P = 

0 (red), and diagonally polarized light with Q P = 0 and U P = 1 (blue). 
This example corresponds to the parametrization shown in Fig. 2 . Value 
for the single-scattering approximation by Chandrasekhar’s formulae for 
unpolarized primary radiation in this geometry is shown (dashed line, hardly 
visible on the top of the figure). 
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ven if single emission was polarized. Resonant lines and Compton 
cattering involves incoming photon with arbitrary polarization that 
s redistributed with polarization properties, which are ultimately 
o v erned by scattering angle, having the most ef fecti ve polarization
hange for 
 ≈ 90 ◦. Therefore, in the first place and for single-
cattered photons, geometrical discussion should focus upon the 
ncident and emergent angles μi , μe , and � e , which can altogether
orm right angles in numerous ways. Multiple scattering, which is 
ore likely for larger μi , al w ays distorts this dominant effect for

ingle-scattered photons. Then, in the second place, we should reflect 
n energetic properties of possible (de)polarization and the energy- 
ependent cross-sections of these processes, including absorption 
f a photon. This is also coupled to geometry, as for different μi 

arious depths are likely to be reached and the cross-sections of line
nd continuum processes vary with the disc’s vertical stratification. 
astly, photons may change energy due to Compton down-scattering 
nd one photon may encounter multiple kind of processes with 
ifferent treatment of polarization during its journey through the 
edium. None the less, some distinct polarization features in locally 

eflected radiation still appear in the final output of the STOKES 

imulations. They can be unambiguously explained by one or two 
rigins. 
Regarding the polarization degree p , Fig. 5 displays variation of

 ( E ) with ξS for unpolarized primary radiation and fixed generic
et of remaining parameters. Fig. 6 displays also the non-integrated 
 ( E ) values for a similar set of parameters, but with varying initial
olarization. Fig. 6 uses the same set of model parameters as in Fig. 2
nd demonstrates higher relative impact of incident polarization 
onditions on p than on the spectral output. It was already clear
rom Figs 2 and 3 that, at the soft part of the spectrum below 3 keV,
here most spectral lines are present, the differences with respect 

o the initial polarization states are minor. Figs 5 and 6 confirm that
pectral lines act destructively on any non-zero incident polarization 
nd that the lines manifest through low p at soft X-rays, and with
 low dip in p at the Fe K α line at 6.4 −7 keV. Although some
olarization would be expected from resonant lines, they do not 
ppear dominant in the output, and may be also impacted by multiple
cattering, which distorts any clear single scattering contribution on 
 v erall polarization state. 
A tendency of rising polarization degree towards higher energies is 
isible, as less lines are present in the hard X-rays and pure Compton
ecoil (which is a dominant process for polarization emergence in our
et-up) pre v ails. A large dip similar to the mirrored Compton hump
hape in N ( E ) is al w ays present around 20 keV. This is expected, as
ultiple scattering happens in the Compton hump energy band, to 
hich the photons from the primary radiation are largely redistributed 

n energy. Hence, a decrease in polarization degree emerges o v er a
enerally large polarization degree in the hard X-rays, which are 
ot affected by spectral lines. On Fig. 5 , strong variations with ξS 

re less detectable in the high-energy tail, as none of the Stokes
arameters varies with ξS there. In the low-energy tail, polarization 
ises with increasing ξS due to gradually less spectral lines being 
resent (see Fig. 1 ). In the soft energy band, regarding the definition
f p (7), the rise of intensity with ξS is compensated by even larger
ise in Q and U , while the slopes originating in primary power-law
ancel out. Antagonistic trend around 10 keV cannot be explained 
y spectral lines presence and is due to natural rise of intensity (still
bservable on Fig. 1 to the detriment of Q and U increment at these
nergies). The fact that absorption of photons (see Fig. 1 ) may result
n enhanced polarization degree was already discussed in Taverna 
t al. ( 2020b ). 

In order to study further effects with more clarity, we averaged
 o v er E > 10 keV, where Compton scattering is by far the most
mportant re-processing mechanism, and selected generic � and 
S . p ( � e ) is displayed on Fig. 7 for v arious μi and μe v alues.
n this way, we may study the angular behaviour of polarization
utput with respect to the dominant single-scattering angle in STOKES 

imulations and compare them to the Chandrasekhar’s formulae 
Chandrasekhar 1960 ) for Rayleigh single scattering of unpolarized 
ncident radiation inside a horizontal slab. These analytical values 
ere already implemented to the previously mentioned graphs of p ,
ut with little importance, as their values were o v erly high for the
elected geometries, although it can be concluded that unpolarized 
ncident radiation reached these idealized values around 3 keV. Fig. 7
learly displays the code’s results with respect to the analytical 
MNRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
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Figure 7. The polarization degree versus azimuthal emission angle obtained 
by STOKES (solid lines) integrated at E > 10 keV for unpolarized primary 
radiation, ξS = 106.5, � = 2.2, and various μi , μe combinations. Values 
for the single-scattering approximation by Chandrasekhar’s formulae for 
unpolarized primary radiation in these geometries are shown (dashed lines). 
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Figure 8. The polarization angle versus azimuthal emission angle obtained 
by STOKES (solid lines) integrated in E , �, and ξS for the unpolarized primary 
radiation and various μi , μe combinations. Values for the single-scattering ap- 
proximation by Chandrasekhar’s formulae for unpolarized primary radiation 
in these geometries are shown (dashed lines). 
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pproach in the reflection scenario. STOKES treats the scattering
ngles (via μi , μe , and � e , which together set the dominant single-
cattering angle) with precision and the polarization degree results
re bilaterally symmetric in � e . 

The presence of multiple scattering and general crudeness of the
handrasekhar’s approximation, unsuitable for reflection processes
n the accretion discs of AGNs (further discussed in Section 4), are
he reasons for the lack of p in the STOKES semirealistic simulation
ehind the idealized analytical values. To further pro v e the effect of
ultiple scatterings, we put a condition in the STOKES routines for

nly one electron scattering event per photon to mimic the single-
cattering analytical approach in the Monte Carlo code. We tested
wo examples on Fig. 7 , where the dashed and solid lines, i.e. the
nalytical and numerical approach, differ significantly: (a) � e =
7.5 ◦, μe = 0.725, μi = 0.3, the red lines, and (b) � e = 67.5 ◦, μe =
.925, μi = 0.7, the blue lines; rest of the parameters remain as for
ig. 7 . The average polarization degree above 10 keV in this approach
as (a) 98.08 per cent (for the Chandrasekhar’s single-scattering

pproximation this is 99.77 per cent, for the STOKES full multiple-
cattering simulation this is 61.74 per cent) and (b) 53.12 per cent
for the Chandrasekhar’s single-scattering approximation this is
4.37 per cent, for the STOKES full multiple-scattering simulation
his is 32.50 per cent). 

The polarization angle tends to oscillate around a constant value
t all energies in the spectral lines, i.e. these oscillations are rather
isible at the soft X-rays for lower ξ S values, as far as our adopted
nergy resolution allows to investigate. Apart from degenerate
oordinate cases (because of presence of the so-called critical point
n the definition of polarization angle discussed in, e.g. Dov ̌ciak
t al. ( 2011 ), when the polarization plane is perpendicular to the
isc’s normal) or low polarization degree, where the most frequent
alue is ambiguous due to low statistics, the polarization angle of
he continuum is otherwise constant in energy (apparent when one
.g. av erages o v er the 10 neighbouring energy bins), because Q
nd U tends to behave in the same manner with E . This implies
ndependence of the polarization angle of the continuum on �, and
he independence of the polarization angle of the continuum on ξS is
lso observed. If we construct the polarization angle quantity from
ata integrated in all incident and emission angles, for the purpose of
btaining larger photon statistics, we observe 	 ≈ 0 ◦ at all energies
NRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
by � 2 ◦ variation in the total range), apart from a few remaining
pectral lines that tend to manifest as single points in energy in our
esolution around ±90 ◦. 

Since the average value of 	 o v er the 10 neighbouring energy
ins does not depend on E , �, and ξS , it is also reasonable to
nte grate o v er these parameters in order to obtain better statistics
n its geometrical behaviour without loss of generality. Similarly
o Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 displays 	( � e ) for various μi and μe values and
n comparison to the same Chandrasekhar’s formulae for Rayleigh
ingle-scattering of unpolarized incident radiation. Likewise, we
btained results close to the analytical approximation also for the
ases of horizontal and diagonal primary polarization, which we omit
ere for brevity, and all of these figures can be explained by the role
f scattering angle in polarization change upon single scattering,
espite some distortion caused by multiple scattering and despite
ome numerical noise. STOKES is again very precise in treating the
cattering angle geometry with respect to the polarization vector
ocated in the polarization plane, and the obtained polarization angle
 alues follo w the analytical behaviour quite nicely notwithstanding
he fact that the 	 quantity, given its definition, in addition suffers
rom coordinate de generac y. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Other spectral reflection models 

he spectral part of the TITAN and STOKES results obtained by
s can be directly compared to similar attempts in the literature,
nlike our polarization results, which are unique. The problematic
f reflection spectra from accretion discs was already addressed
y e.g. the computations with NOAR (Dumont, Abrassart & Collin
000 ) and PEXRAV (Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995 ). These models
ssumed a neutral disc for simplicity, which produces a considerable
ux deficiency at soft X-rays that is not supported by the expected

emperatures that impose complicated structures in terms of ion-
zation. PEXRIV (Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995 ) is another model
lready involving an ionized disc, but being too simple in assuming
sothermal medium with a maximum temperature of T = 10 6 K.
nother attempt for a reflection code involving ionized disc was

ompleted by Ross & Fabian ( 1993 ), Ross et al. ( 1999 ), Ross &

art/stab3714_f7.eps
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abian ( 2005 ) with the REFLIONX models. The most recent major step
urther was achieved by Garc ́ıa et al. ( 2013 ), where the ionization
tructure up to optical depth ∼10, was computed by the XSTAR 

ode (Kallman & Bautista 2001 ), and spectral reflection tables were 
ubsequently computed using the Feautrier radiative transfer solving 
ethod (Mihalas 1978 ), resulting in the XILLVER tables (Garc ́ıa &
allman 2010 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2011 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ). The paper by
arc ́ıa et al. ( 2013 ) also introduces a discussion and comparison
f these up-to-date most precise spectral reflection tables in X- 
ays with computations using the older REFLIONX tables that utilize 
okker–Planck diffusion equation, including a modified Kompaneets 
perator (Ross, Weaver & McCray 1978 ; Ross 1979 ), and that
lso already assume an ionized structure, but e.g. underestimate the 
mount of neutral atoms (Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ). 3 

In the next subsection, our contribution to this problem will be 
he presentation of a comparison of the combined TITAN and STOKES 

ocal spectral tables in the reflection scenario with the REFLIONX 

ables and XILLVER tables that are the most widely used models by
he scientific community today and that greatly resemble our set- 
p. In the future, we plan to compare our local results with the
ILLVER results in the global view, i.e. as if the inner accretion
ystem was observed by a distant observer, including the primary 
ource. 

.2 Direct comparison of our spectral results with the XILLVER 

nd REFLIONX tables 

he XILLVER reflection spectra, which are also available in the FITS
ormat (Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ), assume unpolarized primary radiation 
nd are integrated in μi and � e parameters. As spectral dependency 
n μe in terms of shape and amplitude is not dramatic, it is reasonable
o average XILLVER tables in all μe in order to obtain better statistics
nd confine to the average μe = 0.5 value, which is also an average
nclination angle for STOKES in our mesh set-up. Comparison of the 
TOKES spectral results under unpolarized incident illumination with 
ILLVER tables is shown on Fig. 9 . For this comparison, the raw
 All the differences between REFLIONX and XILLVER on the spectral output 
re still not fully understood (Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ). 

r  

e
o

b

TOKES output I was averaged and normalized such as 

( E ) = 

ξS n H 
∫ E max 

E min 
E 

−� d E 

BN μe 4 π2 e × 10 10 

∑ 

μe ,μi ,� e 

μi �μi 
I ( E ; μe , μi , � e ) 

N tot �μe �E 

, (8) 

here 

 = E 

2 −� 
X , c 

[
� f 

(
2 − �, 

E X , 0 

E X , c 

)
− � f 

(
2 − �, 

E X , 1 

E X , c 

)]
, 

nd 

 f ( s , x ) = 

∫ ∞ 

x 

t s−1 e −t d t, 

s the upper incomplete gamma function and E X, 0 = 0.1 keV, E X, 1 =
000 keV, E X, c = 300 keV are values related to the used XILLVER cut-
ffs. The normalization (8) differs from (6), because apart from the
nits and geometrical conventions, it is necessary to again account 
or alternati ve cut-of fs used in XILLVER tables as opposed to the
TOKES computations. Namely, the high-energy cut-off in XILLVER 

s exponential and was selected as E X, c = 300 keV ( XILLVER tables
ffer to choose E X, c as a free model parameter) and low-energy cut-
ff is sharp at E X, 0 = 0.1 keV. Hence, the primary radiation there
ollows equation 

( E) = N 0 , X E 

−� e 
− E 

E X , c , (9) 

here N 0, X corresponds to ξX , which we further use to denote the
onization parameter in XILLVER grid, via 

X = 

4 πN 0 , X 

n H 
B . (10) 

n STOKES , both cut-offs are sharp and primary radiation follows
quation (3). In Fig. 9 , the original XILLVER tables are in addition
ivided by � E at each bin and multiplied by the necessary factor

10 20 

4 π
μe that accounts for FITS storage convention and geometrical 

efinitions therein. Last but not least, we also multiplied the XILLVER

ables by ξS / ξX factor to compensate for the differences in ξ , as
his parameter does not have the same grid in both computations
nd directly determines the amplitude at all energies. In order to
ompare both models efficiently, we selected the closest ξS parameter 
n STOKES tables to our ξX selection. XILLVER uses similar grid in � 

arameter and the same values could be used for comparison without
 need of interpolation. The same holds for elemental abundance 
 Fe = 1.0 present in both tables, but we note that the solar chemical
omposition used in XILLVER (from Grevesse & Sauval 1998 ) is
everely outdated with respect to the one used in STOKES (from
splund et al. 2005 ), see the discussion in Grevesse, Asplund &
auval ( 2007 ). 
At the Compton hump energies ( ∼20 keV), both spectra remark-

bly match with the adopted normalization. This holds similarly 
or other comparable ionization parameters and photon-indices, if 
isplayed, as Fig. 9 is only an example of such comparison. We
tress this conclusion, since our tables were obtained by a completely
ifferent (Monte Carlo) method, while XILLVER tables were obtained 
y simultaneously solving the equations of radiative transfer, energy 
alance, and ionization equilibrium (also in a Compton-thick, plane- 
arallel medium), using the Feautrier method (Garc ́ıa & Kallman 
010 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2011 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ). Therefore, our local
esults are cross-checked in the hard X-rays before further use in,
.g. total spectral production of AGNs, or before further exploration 
f our technique. 
Juxtaposition of models at these energies makes most sense, 

ecause ξ variation and subsequent compensation for uneven ξ grid 
MNRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
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oes not permeate heavily at these energies (see e.g. Fig. 1 ), although
he uneven grid in ξ is believed to be the biggest issue in setting
he normalization accordingly and inherently leaves discrepancies
n amplitude. Also, line production based on different atomic data
roduced by TITAN and XSTAR is not present at this range. 
In Garc ́ıa et al. ( 2013 ), the strong influence of cut-off definition

hosen in the primary power law on the spectral shape, which also has
o be taken into account when comparing two different codes, was
ointed out. In particular, Garc ́ıa et al. ( 2013 ) illustrates the impact of
if ferent lo w-energy (continuous and broken power law) and high-
nergy (exponentials with different E X, c ) cut-offs on the reflected
ocal spectrum acquired in XILLVER . This manifests itself especially
t energies below 1 keV. The spectral differences due to alternative
ut-off shapes and positions can reach one order of magnitude. The
hange in o v erall spectrum is stronger, if higher � is used (see figs 1
nd 2 in Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ). This is inherently connected to the
emperature profile with optical depth τ inside the disc. For our case,
he temperatures computed by TITAN stay in between the profiles
f XILLVER (provided for similar parametric set-up in Garc ́ıa et al.
013 ) until τ ∼ 1 but in deeper layers the disc remain about an
rder of magnitude hotter in TITAN . Also, our computations ended
t layers with τ ∼ 7, which is less by 3 than the depths used in
adiative transfer computations of XILLVER tables, which may be
nother reason behind the discrepancies below 1 keV. The fact that
ILLVER and STOKES results vary in some line features and their
trength is not surprising, as different atomic data are used, our
omputations include ∼4000 atomic transitions, which is nearly half
f the spectral lines that are considered in XSTAR , and for constructing
ILLVER models calculations of level populations, temperature, total
pacity, and emissivity are performed by XSTAR , not TITAN . 
In the attempts of comparing XILLVER results to REFLIONX ,

EXRAV , or PEXRIV tables in Garc ́ıa et al. ( 2013 ), the differences
lso mostly appeared in the soft energy range. To contribute to this
iscussion, we displayed the corresponding REFLIONX computations
long our comparisons between STOKES and XILLVER . The REFLIONX

ables (Ross & Fabian 1993 ; Ross et al. 1999 ; Ross & Fabian 2005 )
re stored in the same FITS format as the XILLVER tables and contain
he same high- and low-energy cut-offs. Thus, we again choose
he closest ionization parameter ξR to our ξX and ξS selection, the
ame power-la w inde x � and the same elemental abundance A Fe =
.0 (but now with a solar chemical composition from Morrison &
cCammon 1983 ) and we normalize REFLIONX in the same way as

ILLVER with an additional factor of 2, which accounts for the fact
hat the REFLIONX tables are already averaged in μe . We conclude
hat at soft X-rays, where most discrepancies appear, the STOKES

odels are typically closer to the REFLIONX computations, rather
han the XILLVER computations. An example is Fig. 9 , where the
EFLIONX spectrum is added. A more detailed comparison of the soft
-ray results obtained by STOKES and other computational methods

s required to understand the apparent differences in the soft X-ray
ange. We plan to do this in future work. Here, we focus on the X-ray
olarization results that are not sensitive to the spectral discrepancies
round 1 keV. 

Weakness of our spectral model compared to the XILLVER com-
utations is the neglect of Compton up-scattering in the disc matter
n STOKES code. We may also include an extra thermal component
f the X-ray radiation originating from the disc and synchrotron
rocesses to our model in the future that would make the STOKES

-ray tables more applicable to XRBs and more precise in the soft
-rays. A floating grid in primary cut-off boundaries, non-constant
ensity, or variable elemental abundance is also something that can
e implemented in the future versions of our models and so far
NRAS 510, 4723–4735 (2022) 
as not been tested due to large computational times. Our primary
bjective was to timely deliver the first very realistic polarization
omputations in the reflection scenario for the upcoming X-ray
olarimetric missions that operate at hard X-rays abo v e 2 keV. 
Because STOKES accounts for multiple scattering, it is almost

mpossible to give a quantitative insight of the importance of
nverse Compton scattering and synchrotron emission. Ho we ver,
ualitativ ely, inv erse Compton scattering will likely smooth the high-
nergy tail of the Compton hump due to energy shifts (Garc ́ıa et al.
020 ) and decrease a little bit the polarization degree of our current
esults. In general, inverse Compton scatterings tend to reduce the
olarization degree of emission; multiple Compton scatterings do so
v en more (Kra wczynski 2011 ). Unpolarized synchrotron photons
ive rise to synchrotron self-Compton emission with vanishing or
ery small ( < 5 per cent) polarization degrees for all but very low
orentz factors (Celotti & Matt 1994 ; Begelman & Sikora 1987 ).
hat is interesting is that the inverse Compton emission should track

he polarization degree and polarization direction of the synchrotron
mission. All of this is of prime importance for radio-loud objects.
ur paper focuses on radio-quiet sources, so at first order we can

afely neglect those effects (synchrotron emission in particular,
hich is in addition more rele v ant to optically thin media, rather than

o optically thick standard disc), but we admit that inverse Compton
cattering should be included in future simulations. 

An advantage of our spectra o v er the XILLVER tables is the
odel dependency on μi and � e angles, which is more demand-

ng on the total number of photons N tot for the Monte Carlo
ethod on one hand, but allows higher geometrical precision and

ngular checks that involve macroscopic analysis of scattering
rocesses in the disc medium. Angular precision in the scattering
imulation is especially crucial for the polarization outcome, as
he creation/alteration of polarization is undoubtedly connected to
a)symmetries in the origin of radiation and accurate geometrical
hapes. So far we have illuminated our disc slab with isotropic
adiation for the pre-computations with TITAN but here we could
lso acquire higher precision in the future with incident inclination-
ependent computations of ionization structure. An advantage of our
ew model worth mentioning is that incident arbitrary polarization
f the primary radiation is now enabled, which is of course more
mportant in the context of polarimetry, as it was already discussed
n Section 3. In the future, we plan to develop tables with a fixed grid
n ionization parameter that would also have a much higher resolution
n energy. Such tables would enable further discussion upon spectral
ine features and disc structure modelling, although they might not
e of any use to the low-resolution and photon-demanding X-ray
olarimetry. 

.3 Further validation of our polarization results and 

mplications 

espite some weaknesses of our current model, the spectral com-
arisons already validate a discussion of polarization of the reflected
mission obtained uniquely by STOKES in the energy ranges of the
orthcoming polarimetric missions IXPE or eXTP ( � 2 keV) and
urther in the hard X-rays. Moreo v er, Fig. 5 showed generally higher
redicted polarization fraction abo v e 2 keV than in the soft X-rays
ue to the polarization induced by Compton down-scattering in the
isc. Although this is promising for targeting AGN and XRB sources
y the IXPE or eXTP missions, the total polarization measured by
 distant observer is expected to be lower due to the impact of
nte gration o v er the disc (ev en though in some specific configurations
he polarization degree can be magnified due to general-relativistic
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ffects, see Dov ̌ciak et al. 2011 ) and the impact of direct primary
adiation (expected to be mildly polarized, � 10 per cent , see e.g. 
amborra et al. 2018 ; Beheshtipour et al. 2017 ; Beheshtipour 2018 )
eaching the observer. 

In Fig. 7 , we already showed that the polarization degree predicted
y our semirealistic simulation is lower than the analytical formulae 
orecast due the presence of multiple scattering and general crudeness 
f the Chandrasekhar’s approximation. The Chandrasekhar’s formu- 
ae represent a single-scattering approximation of elastic Rayleigh 
cattering without the ability to reconstruct characteristic Compton 
ecoil around 20 keV or the effects caused by spectral lines. None
he less, they confirm the output of our simulation with respect to
asic angular parameters and this approximation may also confirm 

asic energy dependence of the polarization quantities, especially 
he e xpected tendenc y of p to rise towards harder X-rays, in global

odels once we apply them to the new local reflection tables (see
.g. Dov ̌ciak et al. 2011 ). 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we discussed a method to simulate spectrum and 
olarization of locally reflected X-ray radiation from BH accretion 
iscs. We chose a power-law primary source that represents a hot 
aseous corona situated abo v e a semi-infinite disc slab. The ioniza-
ion structure of the disc was pre-computed by a radiative transfer
ode TITAN (Dumont et al. 2003 ), suitable for ionized optically thick
edia. The low-resolution reflection tables comprising all linear ( I ,
 , and U ) Stokes parameters were computed by a Monte Carlo

ode STOKES (Goosmann & Gaskell 2007 ; Marin et al. 2012 , 2015 ;
arin 2018 ) that incorporates important X-ray line and continuum 

echanisms, including the characteristic multiple Compton down- 
cattering of X-ray photons in the partially ionized disc medium. 
e computed the energy-dependent X-ray outcome, i.e. the Stokes 

arameters I , Q , and U , for three arbitrary polarization states of
he primary radiation, numerous ionization parameters ξS , photon- 
ndices �, incident inclinations μi , and emission angles μe and � e . 
he results are made available to the reader in a compact form of the
ITS format in the attachment of this paper. The new simulation can
e methodically compared to spectral reflection models of similar 
ind appearing in the literature and it represents a unique and 
rst attempt to numerically compute X-ray polarization in the local 
eflection scenario. 

We showed that with all the model assumptions and physical 
rocesses incorporated in TITAN and STOKES we were able to produce 
-ray spectra possessing the most common reflection features 

upported by up-to-date theoretical, numerical, and observational 
nformation on radio-quiet X-ray compact accreting sources, such 
s the Compton hump at around 20 keV, a sharp decline at E >

0 2 keV, an excess at soft energies, a forest of lines around 1 keV,
nd the most prominent Fe K α line at 6.4 −7 keV. The ionization
arameter, defined by (1), correctly enforces stronger reflection with 
arger illumination and the reflected spectrum starts to resemble the 
riginal power-law shape at high ξS values. We found that extreme 
nitial polarization of the primary radiation may affect significantly 
he spectral output in selected geometries, but if integrated over 
he incident and emission angles, which can imitate a subsequent 
nte gration o v er the disc for total spectral production (as the source
ould be observed from infinity), we acquired almost identical 

pectra. 
We managed to validate our method by successful normalization 

nd comparison to the up-to-date most widely used reflection spectral 
ables obtained by XSTAR called XILLVER (Kallman & Bautista 2001 ; 
arc ́ıa & Kallman 2010 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2011 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2013 ),
s well as the older REFLIONX reflection spectra (Ross & Fabian
993 ; Ross et al. 1999 ; Ross & Fabian 2005 ). The comparison
as achieved with similar model parameters and complete angular 

ntegration of these models. The spectra appeared very similar 
bo v e 3 keV, which is positive for the 2 −12 keV energy range
hat will be explored by the upcoming polarimetric missions, for 
hich we primarily develop our spectropolarimetric models. The 

emaining discrepancies, especially in the soft X-rays, may lie in the
neven ξ grid between the tables, different atomic data, adopted 
ptical depths, selected cut-offs of the primary radiation, or the 
omputational methods themselves, especially at the disc structure 
umerical stage. In the future, we may impro v e our STOKES local
imulation by incorporating Compton up-scattering, and disc black- 
ody radiation and include more flexibility in the disc’s density, 
lemental abundance, or primary cut-off selection. 

From our results we may already discuss the polarization prop- 
rties of locally reflected X-ray radiation. We showed that reflec- 
ion can locally induce large polarization degrees despite multiple 
cattering and other depolarization factors. Comparing our models 
o the available Chandrasekhar’s analytical approximation of single 
cattering in a slab region (Chandrasekhar 1960 ), we confirmed the
xpected behaviour of polarization degree and angle with respect 
o the incident and emission angles in the local co-moving frame.

e confirmed the relative importance of the initial polarization 
tate of the primary radiation that imprints the polarized outputs. 
n the crude resolution of � log E = 0.1, the local polarization angle
emains independent of E , �, and ξS and variations of the local
olarization degree with ξS are prominent in the whole energy 
ange. In the soft part of the spectrum, the polarization degree
ncreases with ionization to the detriment of general depolarization 
aused by spectral lines, while in the medium-to-hard energy range 
between 2 and 30 keV) it decreases with ionization, probably due to
ower absorption (larger absorption induces also larger polarization 
egree in the X-ray thermal emission in case of accretion discs in
-ray binaries studied by Taverna et al. 2020b ). The fact that the
olarization degree of the reflected X-ray emission can be, locally, 
uite large (i.e. tens of per cents) between 2 and 12 keV, is a good sign
or the forthcoming X-ray polarimetric missions that operate at these 
requencies. 

With these low-resolution tables, we may already produce some 
otal spectra and discuss the global spectropolarimetric properties of 
H accreting sources, as well as compute more realistic estimates of
bservational times needed for the forthcoming X-ray polarimetric 
issions. This will be properly addressed in our future works. It

as been argued already in the introduction that reflection models 
re an important part of consistent modeling of compact radio-quiet 
ccreting sources. We believe that the presented approach may bring 
resh insights into the X-ray spectral modelling of inner accretion 
henomena and that the polarization tables achieved in this way will
ater become a valuable component for the total emission models and
or data fitting of AGN and XRB sources that will soon be needed for
he X-ray polarimetric mission IXPE (Weisskopf et al. 2013 , 2016 ),
ue to be launched in 2021, and that may become valuable in terms
f constraining inclination and orientation of real sources, BH spins, 
oronal morphologies or disc’s structures. 
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